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a b s t r a c t
Let L be a restricted Lie algebra over a field of characteristic p > 2 and denote by u(L)
its restricted enveloping algebra. We establish when the Lie algebra of skew-symmetric
elements of u(L) under the principal involution is solvable, nilpotent, or satisfies an Engel
condition.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let A be an algebra with involution ∗. Denote by A+ := {x ∈ A| x∗ = x} the set of symmetric elements of A under ∗ and
by A− := {x ∈ A| x∗ = −x} the set of skew-symmetric elements. A general question of interest is which properties of A+
or A− can be lifted to A (see [11]). For example, a classical result of Amitsur [1] states that if A+ or A− satisfies a polynomial
identity, then so does A. Furthermore, there is an extensive literature (see e.g.: [4,7,9,10,13–15]) devoted to determining
the extent to which the Lie properties of symmetric or skew-symmetric elements of a group algebra FG under the canonical
involution (induced from the map g 7→ g−1, g ∈ G) determine the Lie properties of the whole group algebra. Recently,
similar questions have been investigated for more general involutions of FG as well (see e.g. [5,6,8,12,16]).
Recall that A can be viewed as a Lie algebra via the Lie product defined by [a, b] = ab−ba, for every a, b ∈ A. We shall say
that A is Lie solvable (respectively, Lie n-Engel or Lie nilpotent) tomean that A is solvable (respectively, n-Engel or nilpotent)
as a Lie algebra. Note that the Lie product of A induces a Lie algebra structure on A−.
Now, let L be a restricted Lie algebra over a field F of characteristic p > 0 and let u(L) be the restricted enveloping algebra
of L. We use the symbol> for denoting the principal involution of u(L), that is, the unique F-antiautomorphism of u(L) such
that x> = −x for every x in L. We recall that> is just the antipode of the F-Hopf algebra u(L).
The aim of the present paper is to investigate the Lie properties of the skew-symmetric elements of u(L)with respect to
the involution >. For p > 2, we determine precisely when the Lie algebra u(L)− is solvable, nilpotent or n-Engel for some
n. An element x of L is p-nilpotent if x[pm] = 0 for some m ≥ 0; a subset S of L is p-nil if it consists of p-nilpotent element,
while it is p-nilpotent if S[pm] := {x[pm]| x ∈ S} = 0 for some m ≥ 0. The derived subalgebra of L is denoted by L′. Our main
results are as follows.
Theorem 1. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra over a field F of characteristic p > 2. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) u(L)− is solvable;
(2) u(L) is Lie solvable;
(3) L′ is finite-dimensional and p-nilpotent.
Theorem 2. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra over a field F of characteristic p > 2. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) u(L)− is n-Engel for some n;
(2) u(L) is Lie m-Engel for some m;
(3) L is nilpotent, L contains a restricted ideal I such that L/I and I ′ are finite-dimensional, and L′ is p-nilpotent.
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Theorem 3. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra over a field F of characteristic p > 2. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) u(L)− is nilpotent;
(2) u(L) is Lie nilpotent;
(3) L is nilpotent and L′ is finite-dimensional and p-nilpotent.
Thus, in odd characteristic, u(L)− is solvable, n-Engel for some n or nilpotent if and only if so is u(L) as a Lie algebra. We
shall show that all the previous results fail in characteristic 2.
Finally, the Lie structure of the skew-symmetric elements of ordinary enveloping algebras U(L) under the principal
involution will be discussed. Indeed, for an arbitrary Lie algebra L over a field of characteristic different from 2, we shall
prove that U(L)− is solvable or n-Engel only when L is abelian.
2. Proofs and concluding remarks
The notation used throughout this paper is essentially standard. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra over a field F of positive
characteristic p.Wedenote by Z(L) the centre of L.Weuse the symbolsγi(L) (i ≥ 1) and δj(L) (j ≥ 0) for the terms of the lower
central series and the derived series of L, respectively. We adopt the left-normed convention for longer commutators. For a
subset S of Lwe denote by Sp the restricted subalgebra generated by S. Let now F{x1, x2, . . .} be the free algebra over F and
A an F-algebra. Then 0 6= f (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ F{x1, x2, . . .} is said to be a polynomial identity for A if f (a1, a2, . . . , an) = 0
for all a1, a2, . . . , an ∈ A. Similarly, let F{x1, x∗1, x2, x∗2, . . .} be the free algebra with involution over F and R an F-algebra
with involution τ . Then 0 6= f (x1, x∗1, . . . , xn, x∗n) ∈ F{x1, x∗1, x2, x∗2, . . .} is said to be a ∗-polynomial identity for R if
f (a1, aτ1, . . . , an, a
τ
n) = 0 for all a1, . . . , an ∈ R.
In order to prove Theorems 1–3 we need some preliminary results.
Lemma 1. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra over a field F of characteristic p > 2. Suppose that u(L)− satisfies a multilinear
polynomial identity f (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ F{x1, x2, . . .} of degree n. If Z(L) has infinite dimension, then u(L) satisfies f .
Proof. For every a ∈ u(L)we have that a− a> ∈ u(L)−, therefore u(L) satisfies the multilinear ∗-polynomial identity
g(x1, x∗1, . . . , xn, x
∗
n) := f (x1 − x∗1, . . . , xn − x∗n).
Note that the ∗-polynomial g is a sum of monomials of degree n involving each xi or x∗i but not both. Write
g = f1 + f2
where f1 = f (x1, x2 − x∗2, . . . , xn − x∗n). Observe that f1 (respectively f2) is just the sum of all monomials of g in which x1
(respectively x∗1) appears. Thus, for every z1 ∈ Z(L) and a1, a2, . . . , an ∈ u(L), we have
0 = g(z1a1, (z1a1)>, a2, a>2 , . . . , an, a>n )
= z1f1(a1, a>1 , . . . , an, a>n )+ z>1 f2(a1, a>1 , . . . , an, a>n ).
Since one also has z>1 g = z>1 f1+ z>1 f2, it follows that (z1− z>1 )f1 = 2z1f1 vanishes on u(L). As p 6= 2we get that z1f1 vanishes
on u(L). A repeated application of this argument allows us to conclude that z1z2 · · · znf (x1, x2, . . . , xn) vanishes on u(L) for
every z1, z2, . . . , zn ∈ Z(L).
Now suppose, by contradiction, that for some h1, h2, . . . , hn ∈ u(L) one has
h := f (h1, h2, . . . , hn) 6= 0.
By assumption, there is an infinite set Z of F-linearly independent elements of Z(L). Extend Z in order to form an ordered
F-basis B of L. Then, by the PBW Theorem for restricted Lie algebras (see [23], Chapter 2, Theorem 5.1), there exist
y1, y2, . . . , ym ∈ B such that h is an F-linear combination of the elements yr11 · · · yrmm where 0 ≤ ri ≤ p − 1 for every
i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Let z1, z2, . . . , zn ∈ Z\{y1, y2, . . . , ym}. Then the PBW Theorem implies that
z1z2 · · · znh 6= 0,
contradicting what was proved above. Therefore f is a polynomial identity for u(L), as required. 
Corollary 1. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra over a field F of characteristic p > 2 such that Z(L) has infinite dimension. If u(L)−
is solvable (respectively nilpotent) then u(L) is Lie solvable (Lie nilpotent) with the same derived length (nilpotency class).
Proof. Consider the sequence of elements in the free algebraF{x1, x2, . . .} defined inductively by setting f1(x1, x2) = [x1, x2]
and, for every n > 1, fn(x1, x2, . . . , x2n) = [fn−1(x1, . . . , x2n−1), fn−1(x2n−1+1, . . . , x2n)]. Let m denote the derived length of
u(L)−, so that u(L)− satisfies the multilinear polynomial identity fm. By Lemma 1 we conclude that u(L) satisfies fm, and the
claim for Lie solvability follows. The proof for Lie nilpotency is analogous. 
Lemma 2. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra over a field of characteristic p > 2. If u(L)− is solvable then L′ is p-nil.
Proof. Suppose, if possible, that there exist x, y ∈ L such that the commutator [x, y] is not p-nilpotent. Put H := 〈x, y〉p
and let J denote the Jacobson radical of u(H). Then J is>-invariant and (u(H)/J)− under the induced involution is solvable.
Since u(H)/J is semiprimitive, by Proposition 2.4 of [15] we conclude that the elements of (u(H)/J)− commute and so, in
particular, [x, y] ∈ J . Moreover, as u(H) is finitely generated as an associative algebra and, in view of Amitsur’s Theorem [1],
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it satisfies a polynomial identity, by the Razmyslov–Kemer–Braun Theorem (see [3]) its Jacobson radical is nilpotent, and
thus [x, y] is p-nilpotent, a contradiction. Since L is solvable and all its commutators are p-nilpotent it follows at once that
L′ is p-nil, completing the proof. 
Remark 1. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra over a field of characteristic p > 2. If I is a restricted ideal of L and A denotes the
associative ideal of u(L) generated by I , then one has A = Iu(L) = u(L)I . This implies, in particular, that A is>-invariant and
the Lie algebra (u(L)/A)− under the induced involution is a homomorphic image of u(L)−.
We recall that the FC–centre of a restricted Lie algebra L is defined as∆(L) := {x ∈ L| dimF[L, x] <∞}. It is immediate
to see that∆(L) is a restricted ideal of L (cf. [17] or [18]).
Proof of Theorem 1. By Theorem 1.3 of [19], the conditions (2) and (3) are equivalent. Moreover, (2) obviously implies (1).
Suppose then that u(L)− is solvable. By Lemma 2 we already know that L′ is p-nil. Moreover, by Amitsur’s Theorem, u(L)
satisfies a polynomial identity and then, by Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 6.2 of [17], ∆(L)′ is finite-dimensional. Thus, in order
to complete the proof, it is enough to show that L = ∆(L). For this purpose, we assume the contrary and proceed to derive
a contradiction.
We first observe that wemay assume, without loss of generality, that∆(L) is abelian. Indeed, put L := L/∆(L)′p and note
that, since∆(L)′p is finite-dimensional, from Lemma 2.7 of [19] it follows that∆(L) is abelian and different from L. Also, as
u(L) ∼= u(L)/∆(L)′pu(L), by Remark 1 the Lie algebra u(L)− is solvable. Then replace, if necessary, L by L.
Moreover, as L is solvable (because its elements are skew-symmetric), there is a minimal i > 0 such that δi(L) ⊆ ∆(L).
Put Hˆ := δi−1(L)p+∆(L). By Proposition 5.2 of [17],∆(L) has finite codimension in L, thus by Lemma 2.7 of [19] we see that
∆(Hˆ) = ∆(L) ⊂ Hˆ . Also, Hˆ/∆(Hˆ) is abelian and u(Hˆ)− solvable. Therefore we can replace, if necessary, L by Hˆ and assume
that L/∆(L) is abelian. Again, by the corollary after Lemma 5.1.1 of [11] we can suppose, without loss of generality, that the
ground field is algebraically closed. Thus, by Proposition 3.6 in Chapter 2 of [23] (applied to L/∆(L)) we can find an element
x /∈ ∆(L) such that either x[p] or x[p] − x is in∆(L). Consider the restricted subalgebra
H := Fx+∆(L). (1)
Then u(H)− is solvable and, by Lemma 2.7 of [19], ∆(H) = ∆(L) 6= H . Moreover, we have on H that either (adx)p = 0 or
(adx)p = adx. Let us proceed by considering these two cases separately.
Suppose first (adx)p = 0. In this case H is nilpotent of class at most p and then, as H ′ has infinite dimension, by [23]
(Chapter 2, Proposition 1.3) there exists 2 ≤ i ≤ p such that
dimF γi(H)p/γi+1(H)p = ∞. (2)
Consider the restricted Lie algebra
H˜ := Fx+ Z(H)+ γi−1(H)p
γi+1(H)p
.
Then H˜ is nilpotent of class 2 and so one has
H˜ ′ = γi(H)+ γi+1(H)p
γi+1(H)p
⊆ Z(H˜).
Since γi(H) is p-nil, the previous relation and (2) imply that both H˜ ′ and Z(H˜) have infinite dimension. Consequently, as
u(H˜)− is solvable, Corollary 1 allows us to conclude that u(H˜) is Lie solvable. Thus, by Theorem 1.3 of [19], H˜ ′ must be
finite-dimensional, a contradiction.
Now suppose that (adx)p = adx on H . By (1), for every a ∈ H ′ there exists b ∈ ∆(H) such that a = [b, x]. It follows that
a(adx)p−1 = b(adx)p = badx = a, hence (adx)p−1 agrees with the identity on H ′. As a consequence, one has
H ′ =
⊕
λ∈Fp\{0}
Vλ, (3)
where Fp is the prime subfield of F and Vλ denotes the eigenspace of H ′ relative to the eigenvalue λ for adx. Now, denote by
E(H ′) and E(u(∆(H))) the set of eigenvectors for adx in H ′ and u(∆(H)), respectively. Also, for a ∈ E(u(∆(H)))we write λa
for its eigenvalue. Note that, if a, b ∈ E(u(∆(H))) then (ab)adx = [a, x]b+ a[b, x] = (λa + λb)ab, so that ab ∈ E(u(∆(H)))
and λab = λa + λb.
We claim that, for all non-negative integers r, nwith r ≥ 2n− 1, if a1, a2, . . . , ar ∈ E(H ′) then there exists ξ ∈ u(∆(H))
such that the element xa21a
2
2 · · · a2r + ξ is in δn(u(H)−). We proceed by induction on n. The claim is true for n = 0. In fact, for
every a1, . . . , ar ∈ E(H ′)we have
2xa21 · · · a2r − [x, a21 · · · a2r ] = xa21 · · · a2r − (xa21 · · · a2r )> ∈ u(H)−.
Since p > 2, for ξ = − 12 [x, a21 · · · a2r ] ∈ u(∆(H)) we get the claim. Thus assume n > 0 and let a1, a2, . . . , ar ∈ E(H ′) with
r ≥ 2n − 1. For a subset C of {1, 2, . . . , r}we put λC :=∑i∈C λai and aC := ∏i∈C ai, the order of multiplication here being
irrelevant as H ′ is abelian.
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We want to show that there is a subset S of {1, 2, . . . , r} such that S and its complement S¯ in {1, 2, . . . , r} have both
cardinality at least 2n−1 − 1 and λS 6= λS¯ . Assume, if possible, the contrary and put λ :=
∑r
i=1 λai . Then for every
T ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , r}with |T | = 2n−1 − 1 or |T | = 2n−1 we have λT = λT¯ = λ2 . In particular, it follows that
2n−1−1∑
i=1
λai =
2n−1∑
i=1
λai =
λ
2
,
which forces λa2n−1 = 0, a contradiction to (3). Therefore there exists a subset S of {1, 2, . . . , r}with the required properties.
Now, by the inductive assumption there are ξS and ξS¯ in u(∆(H)) such that xa
2
S + ξS and xa2S¯ + ξS¯ are in δn−1(u(H)−).
Using the fact that∆(H) is an abelian ideal of H , by standard calculations we obtain
2(λaS − λaS¯ )xa2Sa2S¯ + ζ = [xa2S + ξS, xa2S¯ + ξS¯] ∈ δn(u(H)−),
where we put ζ := [x, ξS¯]a2S + [ξS, x]a2S¯ ∈ u(∆(H)). Since λaS = λS 6= λS¯ = λaS¯ and p > 2, by setting ξ :=
(2(λaS − λaS¯ ))−1ζ ∈ u(∆(H))we get
xa21a
2
2 · · · a2r + ξ = xa2Sa2S¯ + ξ ∈ δn(u(H)−),
completing the inductive step.
Finally, since dimF H ′ = ∞, in view of (3) for everym ≥ 0we can find F-linearly independent elements a1, a2, . . . , a2m−1
of E(H ′). Thus, for the proved claim there exists ξ ∈ u(∆(H)) such that the element y := xa21a22 · · · a22m−1+ξ is in δm(u(H)−).
Moreover, since p > 2 the PBW Theorem ensures that y 6= 0, so that δm(u(H)−) 6= 0 for every m ≥ 0, contradicting the
solvability of u(H)−. 
The following example shows that Theorem 1 fails in characteristic 2.
Example 1. Let L be the restricted Lie algebra over a field F of characteristic 2with a basis {x1, x2, y, z} such that [x1, x2] = z,
[x1, y] = x1, [x2, y] = x2, z ∈ Z(L), x[2]1 = x[2]2 = 0, y[2] = y and z[p] = z. It is easy to see that u(L)− coincides with the
F-vector space spanned by the set {1, x1, x2, y, z, x1z, x2z, yz, x1x2+x1x2z, x1x2y+x1x2yz}. Consequently, u(L)− is solvable.
On the other hand, since the element yz+x1x2 = [[[x1, y], [x1, x1y]], x2] is not nilpotent, from [21] it follows that the algebra
u(L) is not Lie solvable.
Proof of Theorem 2. By Theorem 1.2 of [19] the conditions (2) and (3) are equivalent and, clearly, (2) implies (1). Assume
now that condition (1) holds. Since the elements of L are skew-symmetric it is clear that L ism-Engel. Moreover, by Amitsur’s
Theorem u(L) satisfies a polynomial identity and then, by Corollary 2.2 of [19], L contains a nilpotent restricted ideal I such
that L/I and I ′ are finite-dimensional. Clearly, without loss of generality, we can suppose that Z(L) ⊆ I . Consequently, for
any t with pt ≥ m we have L[pt ] ⊆ Z(L) ⊆ I , so that L/I is finite-dimensional and p-nilpotent. Therefore, Proposition 5.1 in
[20] allows us to conclude that L is nilpotent.
It remains only to show that L′ is p-nilpotent. Suppose, if possible, the contrary. Then, since L is nilpotent, there exists
a minimal n > 2 such that γn(L) is p-nilpotent. By [23] (Chapter 2, Proposition 1.3), γn(L)p is a p-nilpotent restricted
ideal of L. Put L := L/γn(L)p. Since γn−1(L) ⊆ Z(L), from the assumption it follows that there exist x, y ∈ L such that
z := [x, y] ∈ Z(L) and z[pt ] 6= 0 for every t ≥ 0. Clearly, 2xyz − z2 is a skew-symmetric element of u(L). Moreover, it can
be seen by an easy induction that for every r > 0 one has
[x, 2xyz − z2, . . . , 2xyz − z2︸ ︷︷ ︸
r times
] = 2rxz2r . (4)
Now, by Remark 1 the associative ideal J generated by γn(L)p is>-invariant and the Lie algebra (u(L)/J)− under the induced
involution is m-Engel. Since u(L)/J ∼= u(L) and p 6= 2, from (4) we deduce that xzpt = 0 for every t with pt ≥ 2m. On the
other hand, since x and z[pt ] are F-linearly independent (as z[pt ] is central whereas x is not), the last conclusion contradicts
the PBW Theorem, completing the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Obviously, if u(L) is Lie nilpotent then u(L)− is nilpotent. On the other hand, if u(L)− is nilpotent
then, as the elements of L are skew-symmetric, L is clearly nilpotent. Furthermore, by Theorem 1 we infer that L′ is finite-
dimensional and p-nilpotent. At this stage, Theorem 1.1 of [19] allows us to conclude that u(L) is Lie nilpotent, and the proof
is complete. 
Note that Theorems 2 and 3 do not hold in characteristic 2, as the following example shows.
Example 2. Let L be the restricted Lie algebra over a field F of characteristic 2 with a basis {x, y, z} such that [x, y] = z,
z ∈ Z(L), x[2] = y[2] = 0 and z[2] = z. Then it is immediate to see that u(L)− coincides with the F-vector space spanned
by the set {1, x, y, z, xz, yz, xy + xyz}. As a consequence, u(L) is nilpotent. On the other hand, by Theorem 1.2 of [19], u(L)
cannot satisfy any Engel condition.
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Finally, for the Lie algebra of skew-symmetric elements of ordinary enveloping algebras under the principal involution
we have the following
Corollary 2. Let L be a Lie algebra over a field F of characteristic p 6= 2. Then U(L)− is solvable or n-Engel for some n if and only
if L is abelian.
Proof. The condition is obviously sufficient. Let us prove the converse. If the ground field F has characteristic zero then,
since U(L) satisfies a polynomial identity by Amitsur’s Theorem, in view of [2] (Theorem 25 in Section 6.7) L is necessarily
abelian. Suppose then p > 2. Put
Lˆ :=
∑
k≥0
Lp
k ⊆ U(L)
where Lp
k
is the F-vector space spanned by the set {lpk | l ∈ L}. Then Lˆ is a restricted Lie algebra with h[p] = hp for all h ∈ Lˆ.
Moreover, by Corollary 1.1.4 of [22] we haveU(L) = u(Lˆ). Therefore, as u(Lˆ)− is solvable or n-Engel, Theorems 1 and 2 imply
that Lˆ′ is p-nilpotent. Since u(Lˆ) = U(L) is a domain, the last condition occurs only when L′ = 0, and the claim follows. 
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